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Let R be a Dedekind domain whose residue fields are finite, and let K be the field 
of fractions of R. When S is a (non-empty) subset of K we write F(S) for the sub- 
ring of K[n] consisting of all polynomials .f(x) in K[x] such that f(S) c R. In a 
recent paper R. Gilmer (J. Number 7’lreor.v 33, 1989, 95-100) characterized those 
sets S with the property that F(S) = F(R) (see Theorem 3 of this paper). In this 
note we use results of the author proved in J. Reine Angew. Math. 358, 1985, 
1622178, and a closure operation on sets, similar to the closure in the Zariski 
topology, to decide when 9(S, ) = 9( S,) for arbitrary sets S, and S, ; in particular 
we recover Gilmer’s theorem. :[I’ 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain whose residue fields are finite, and let K 
be the field of fractions of R. When S is a (non-empty) subset of K we write 
.9(S) for the subring of K[x] consisting of all polynomialsf(x) in K[x] 
such that f(S) c R. In a recent paper R. Gilmer [ 1) characterized those 
sets S with the property that 9(S) = F(R) (see Theorem 3 below). In this 
note we use results of the author proved in [2], and a closure operation 
on sets, similar to the closure in the Zariski topology, to decide when 
F(S, ) = F( S,) for arbitrary sets Si and S2 ; in particular we recover 
Gilmer’s theorem. For background work see the references in [ 11. Note 
that 9(Z) is generated as Z-module by 1 and x(x - 1) . . (x - n + 1)/n!, 
n>, 1. 
For a subset S of K we define the R-closure cl(S) of S to be the set of 
all elements UE K such that f(a) E R for every polynomial f(x) E 5(S). 
Thus cl(S) is the unique largest subset of K such that %(S)=F(cl(S)). It 
is evident that 8(S,) = 9(S,) precisely when cl(S,) = cl(S,). 
We say that S is R-closed if S= cl(S). The following properties of the 
R-closure follow easily from the definition and the fact that each of the 
assignments f(x) + f(ax) and f(x) +f(x + a) defines an automorphism of 
K[x] when a E K, a # 0: 
* This paper was completed when the author was a Visiting Professor at the University of 
Iowa, Iowa City, IA. 
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(i) The intersection of R-closed sets is itself R-closed. 
(ii) cl(aS)=a cl(S) and cl(a+ S)=a+cl(S) for every CIE K, u#O, 
and every subset S of K. 
(iii) If S, cS2 then cl(S,)ccl(S,). 
We call S an R-fractional subset of K if dS c R for some d E R, d # 0. If 
@ is a non-zero prime ideal of R we write K, for the f,-adic completion 
of K, and if A is a non-empty subset of K we write A,, for the y-adic 
closure of A in K,. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a non-empty subset of K. Then 
(i) cl(S) = K if S is not R-fractional 
(ii) cl(S) = r) ~~ (S,, n K) if S is R-fractional, where the intersection is 
over all non-zero prime ideals go of R. 
Proof: (i) Suppose S is not R-fractional. We show 9(S) = R and 
hence cl(S) = K. Let then f(x) = x1= ,, i , a x be a non-constant element of 
F(S), n > 0 and a, # 0. Since f(S) c R we may assume without loss of 
generality that each a, E R. Then a;- ’ C:=, U,S’E R for each s E S and 
hence a,S c R since R is integrally closed. This is a contradiction and (i) 
is proved. 
(ii) Let S be R-fractional. Suppose first that S is finite, say 
s= (Sl, . ..) s,}. It is enough to show that S= cl(S), since evidently S= S, 
for each non-zero prime ideal of R. Let then a E cl(S). If a 4 S we get a 
contradiction. Indeed, for arbitrary c E K the polynomial c nl=, (x - si) E 
F(S) and so c l-I;= 1 (a - si) E R. This is impossible. 
It remains to deal with the case that S is infinite and R-fractional. This 
requires two preliminary lemmas, the first of which is just a rewording of 
a result proved in [2, p. 1741. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with unique 
maximal ideal @. Let k and u be positive integers, let N= jRlpkl, and let 
C,, Cz, . . . . C, be the cosets of fak in R. Let D,, Dz, . . . . D, be arbitrary 
cosets of @” in R. Then there exists a polynomial f(x) E F(R) such that 
f(Ci)cDi, i<idN. 
LEMMA 2. Let R and p be as in the preceding lemma. Let S be an 
infinite R-fractional set. Then cl(S) is precisely the topological closure of S 
in the p-adic topology. 
Proof. Since polynomial functions are continuous in the @-adic 
topology, it is evident that cl(S) 2 3, the p-adic closure of S. To prove the 
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opposite inclusion we note that without loss of generality we can assume 
S c R since cl(dS) = d cl(S) and &? = dS for every d E K. Then SC R, and 
since R is compact so also is S. Suppose now that a E cl(S), a I$ s. We get 
a contradiction as follows. For each s E S there is a positive integer T(S) 
such that s + garT(‘) and a + g/(s’ are disjoint. The open cover {s + &3’(S)}St s 
of S has a finite subcover. Hence there is a positive integer k and elements 
6,, . . . . h, E R such that the cosets Ci = h, + @, 1 6 i< t, are distinct, 
cover S, and are different from a + Vk. By the preceding lemma there 
exists a polynomial f(x)~ 9(R) such that J(Ci) c $3, 16 i< t, and 
f(a + $ZJ~)C 1 + @. Now if &? = xR it follows that (l/rr)f’(.~) EF(S) but 
(l/rr)f(a) 4 R. This is a contradiction and the lemma is proved. 
We return now to the proof of (ii). Let S be an infinite R-fractional sub- 
set of K, where R is again a Dedekind domain with finite residue fields. For 
each prime ideal @ of R we write 9(S,,) for the ring of polynomials 
f(x) E K,[x] such that f(S,) c R,. Then R(S,,) = R,@(S) and q(S) = 
fi (P(S,) n K[x]), where the intersection is over all non-zero prime ideals 
60 of R (cf. [2, p. 1691). Let now s~cl(S). Then f(s) E R for each 
f(x) E 9(S), and h ence f(s) E RI,) for each f(x) E Y(S,>) and each non-zero 
prime ideal @. Then s E S,, by Lemma 2 and hence s E 0 sJ (S,, n K). Con- 
versely let s E n &7 (StJ n K), and let f(x) E F(S). Then f(x) E F(S,) and so 
f(s) E R, for each non-zero prime ideal kg. Then f(s) E n,, (Rc, n K) = R. 
This is true for every fop and hence s~cl(S). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Every fractional ideal of R is R-closed. 
Proof: Immediate. 
COROLLARY 2. If I and J are non-zero fractional ideals of R then 
cl(Zu J) = (I, J), the greatest common divisor of I and J. 
Proof: This follows from the theorem and the fact that (Zu J)gJ = 
1, u J, = (1, > J, 1. 
Remark 1. It follows from the preceding corollary that the family of 
R-closed sets does not define a topology on K. 
We concentrate now on infinite R-fractional. sets. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an infinite R-fractional subset of K which is 
R-closed, and let A be a subset of K. Then 9(A) = F(S) if and only if A c S 
and A is dense in S, for every non-zero prime ideal 63 of R. 
Proof: If F(A) = P(S) then A c S by the definition of R-closed. 
Furthermore, B(A), =9(S), and hence F(A.)=.F(S,) for each non- 
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zero prime ideal @, as we have already noted. By Lemma 2 it follows that 
A 15 = S, , and hence A is dense in S,, for every non-zero prime ideal of R. 
Conversely if A c S and .A G, =S,, for each $3 then 9(A),, =.F(A,,)= 
B(S,,)=9(S),,, and hence 
F-(A) = n (B(A), n K[x]) = n (F(S), n K[.XI) = F(S). 
v  t,) 
The proof is complete. 
As a special case we get 
THEOREM 3 (R. Gilmer). Let A be a subset of R. Then B(A)=F(R) if 
and only if A contains a complete set of representatives of the cosets of k3r 
in R for every non-zero prime ideal of R and r = 1, 2, . . . . 
We conclude with some results on R-closed sets. An R-fractional set of 
the form (J;= , (ai + I), where Z is a non-zero integral ideal of R and a, E K, 
i = 1, 2, . ..) r, will be called a homogeneous set with ideal I. Of course Z is 
not unique. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be a homogenous set with ideal I. Then cl(S) is also 
homogeneous with ideal I. 
Proof: Suppose first that S= U;=, (a,+ I), with each aiE R. Then 
S, = u;= 1 (a; + ZnJ) c R,, for each non-zero prime ideal M, and if $I does 
not divide Z then S,, = R,,. It follows from Theorem l(ii) that if 
I= n:= , ga?, where the $ai are distinct prime ideals and ni > 1, then 
Cl(S)= h lj (ai+ @Jn,). 
j=, j=, 
By a formal set-theory argument we conclude that 
cl(S) = IJ (j (aju+ m”,“), 
(i) u=l 
where the union is over all t-tuples (i) = (i,, iz, . . . . i,) with 1 <i, < r for 
u = 1, 2, . ..) t. 
By the Chinese remainder theorem there is an element x E R such that for 
a fixed (i ), we have x E a,,( p :), 1 < u d t. Then 
(j (a,,+tC)= (j (x+$C) 
u=l u=l 
and this is just x + I. Thus cl(S) is the union of cosets of Z in R and so is 
homogeneous with ideal I. Finally if S is an arbitrary homogeneous 
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set with ideal I then choose de R, d # 0, so that dS = S, c R. Then 
S, is homogeneous with ideal dI, and so d cl(S) = cl(dS) = cl( S, ) is 
homogeneous with ideal dI, by the first part of the proof. We conclude that 
cl(S) is homogeneous with ideal Z, and the proof is complete. 
The above proof yields the following 
COROLLARY. Let S = u := 1 ( ai + I), ai E R. Then cl(S) = U I (x + Z) where 
the union extends over all cosets x + I with the following property: x E R and 
x = aju (mod p”,“), 1 6 u 6 t, for some choice of the subscripts i,, i,, . . . . i,. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be an infinite R-fractional set which is R-closed. 
Then there exists a decreasing sequence of R-closed homogeneous sets 
S,xS2z ... such that S=r)z=, S,. 
Proof. For each positive integer n let V,, be the K-space of polynomials 
of degree at most n in K[x], and let Y(S), = P(S) n I’,. Let T,, be the set 
of all elements t E K such that f (t) E R for every f (x) E 9(S),. Then T,, 3 S 
and T, 3 T2 3 . . . 
We show T,, is homogenous. Recall that R(S), is an R-lattice 
on V,. Thus P(S), = R$,(x) + R&(x) + ... + Rq3,(x) where 4,(x), 
q&(x), . . . . ~Jx) E V,, and generate V, over K. Since bi( T,,) c R it follows that 
T,, is R-fractional, by the argument used in the proof of Theorem l(i). We 
can then choose c E R, c # 0, so that ct’ E R for all t E T, and i = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
We denote by J the fractional ideal of R generated by the coefficients of the 
polynomials (l/m!) am”‘, where m = 1,2, . . . . n and a superscript denotes 
the mth derivative. Now let I be any non-zero integral ideal of R contained 
in cJP1. We claim that T, is homogeneous with ideal I. First note that 
yi;+2a)-(i(t). has the form ug,(t) where te T,, UEZ, gi(x)E J[x], and 
r. Since aJc CR it follows from our choice of c that 
qdi(t; ii.1 di(t) E R. Hence f(t + I) c R for every f(x) E 9(S), and t E T,,. 
Since T, is R-fractional and residue fields are finite it follows that T, is 
homogeneous with ideal I. 
Now by definition we have F( T,), = Y(S),. Let S, = cl( T,). Then S, is 
homogeneous by Lemma 3 and s(S,) = 9( T,). Hence F(S), = S(S,), 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . Since T, 3 T,I> . . . and T,,IS we have S,ISzx . . . and 
S, 1 S. Thus 0;) 1 S, 3 S. We show np= 1 S, c S. For this let s E fiF= 1 S, 
and let f(x) E 9(S). If f( ) x is contant then f(x) E R and so f(x)E R. 
Otherwise f(x) E FT(Q = %(S,), for some n 3 1. Thus f(s) E R since s E S,, 
and hence s E S. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 2. Lemma 3 can be used to compute closures of homogeneous 
sets. For instance if S is homogeneous with ideal p3” where p is prime, 
then S is R-closed. On the other hand if R = Z, I= (15), and S = (I+ 1) u 
(I+ 4) u (I+ 6) then cl(S) = Su (I+ 9). 
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Remark 3. There are plenty of closed infinite R-fractional sets which 
are not homogeneous. For instance S, = {pr+‘*}z=, , p a prime, is easily 
checked to be Z-closed by Theorem l(ii). We note here that fl:=, S, = 4, 
although finite intersections of the S, are not empty. 
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